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Arguably the winning feature of Linux - the fact that it’s open source - is also its biggest challenge. When vulnerabilities become public knowledge, they are open for everyone to look into, and proof ...
Why Linux’s biggest strength is also its biggest weakness
Expert says communication is key to helping departments break down silos and help each other.
Infrastructure-as-code and automation are top trends in DevOps
When a Linux user finds his system nearly out of ... Sandra Henry-Stocker has been administering Unix systems for more than 30 years. She describes herself as "USL" (Unix as a second language ...
Rescuing a Linux system from near disaster
Salesforce is a rapidly growing ecosystem for apps. That's perhaps why Salesforce makes it possible to iterate corporate logic and design trouble-free UIs quickly.
Is Selenium the Best Tool for Salesforce Test Automation?
The hybrid cloud-oriented, analytics product creates visibility so users can optimize security and get better performance for the Red Hat enterprise solutions. It now includes OpenShift and Red Hat ...
Red Hat Insights gets OpenShift and Ansible friendly
The result is a single, automated workflow for customers to operationalize Red Hat OpenShift environments alongside traditional IT systems. As Ansible Automation ... to deliver reliable and ...
Red Hat Bolsters Hybrid Cloud Automation with Latest Version of Red Hat Advanced Cluster Management for Kubernetes
Shortcuts, an automation technology, will be added to macOS Monterey. Learn what this means, and learn about potential security risks with shortcuts.
Shortcuts Are Coming to macOS – What Does This Mean, and How Secure Are They?
Model IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms xDR for Linux - Software Subscription and Support Renewal (1 month) - 1 processor value unit (PVU) IBM Tivoli System Automation for ...
IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms xDR for Linux - Software Subscription and Support Renewal Series Specs
Cybercriminals behind a string of high-profile ransomware attacks, including one extorting $11 million from JBS Foods last month, have ported their malware code to the Linux operating system. The ...
Linux Variant of REvil Ransomware Targets VMware’s ESXi, NAS Devices
Sophos has acquired Capsule8 to bring Linux server and cloud container security to its Adaptive Cybersecurity Ecosystem (ACE).
Sophos Acquires Capsule8, Adding Linux Security to ACE
The eBOX565 is Axiomtek’s latest and most advanced compact fanless embedded computer. The new system’s compact dimensions and durability make it ...
Axiomtek Presents an Ultra-Compact Fanless Embedded Computer for Applications in Warehouse Automation and Intelligent Manufacturing – eBOX565
Sophos recently announced that it had acquired Capsule8, a pioneer and market leader of runtime visibility, detection and response for Linux production servers and containers covering on-premise and ...
Sophos Acquires Capsule8 to Bring Powerful and Lightweight Linux Server and Cloud Container Security to its Adaptive Cybersecurity Ecosystem (ACE)
Automated writing assistance – a category that encompasses a variety of computer-based tools that help with writing – has been around in one form or another for 60 years, although it’s always been a ...
The automated writing assistance landscape in 2021
This week’s digest features new cloud backup software and a Chia note from Backblaze, Infinidat suggesting it’s an AIOps supplier, and Robin.io notching up another server deal for its 5G Kubernetes ...
Your occasional storage digest with Backblaze, Infinidat, Robin.io and Windocks
Amazon open-sourced its Lumberyard game engine and Our Machinery unveiled The Machinery engine this week. Here's our take.
The DeanBeat: The week in the console and game engine wars
Red Hat has named the winners of its 2021 A/NZ partner awards, honouring partner contributions to the open source ecosystem and commitment to solving customer challenges.
And the winners are...Red Hat names its top A/NZ partners for 2021
Financial services firms need automation capabilities to deploy ... be hard to manage in an environment with Windows and Linux® operating systems, virtualized infrastructure, public and private ...
Automated security and compliance for financial services
Women in STEM need mentors, advocates and other women to help them excel and stay in their careers. Mentorship can help.
Work together to attract and retain more women in STEM careers, expert says
More than half of survey respondents have insufficient staff resources for workload requirements, according to CloudLinux TuxCare services ...
Help Wanted -- Staff Shortages for Detecting and Resolving Security Vulnerabilities on Data Center Servers
In a recent published report, Kenneth Research has updated the market report for Robot Operating System Market for ...
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